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PAPER

ᓕ㓮ᩢ䘆ಞ
Broke Clamps

ᑜ᧞࠰ಞⲺঋਂᢎⴎ
Single-Double with Load Pushs

ຊᕅ㓮ভ
Jumbo, Big Roll Clamps
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ਸǄ
Originally designed for handling scrap
"Broke Paper" in paper mills, the
attachment can also be used in many
other applications.
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䍗⢙Ǆ
Used to push loads off pallets or in wet
lap applications.
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High-production roll clamp for wide
printing paper handling of kraft,
linerboard and coated stock.
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Cascade… For when you want to keep things rolling smoothly.

ঋਂᢎⴎ
Single-Double Pallet Handlers

㓮⍼ऻ
Pulp Bale Clamps

ᰁ䖢
Turnaloads™
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Allows driver to use the same lift truck
to handle either single or double pallet
loads. Well suited for truck trailer loading
and unloading. Also available are SingleDouble-Triple Pallet Handlers, Long
Forks, and High-Capacity models.
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For high-volume, damage free and
secure handling of pulp bales and
unitized pulp in stevedoring, mill,
warehousing, shipboard and
transporting operations.
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Allows for bale spinning and knifing
between loads of scrap bales to less
expensive shipping pallets, or to customer
pallets. The TURNALOAD™ can be
used to invert products susceptible to
sedimentation as well as dumping bins
and tote boxes. Substantially increases
productivtiy by reducing or eliminating
the manual labor involved with load inversion.
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Lift truck attachments for all your paper handling needs.
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Successfully moving paper through the supply chain is a team effort and the
final result is only as strong as the weakest link in that chain. Over the years,
Cascade has forged a valuable partnership with our customers worldwide.
By focusing on the customer, we’re able to create a product that specifically
matches their handling needs.

㓮ভ
Paper Roll Clamps

ঋਂෑຊᕅ㓮ভ
Single & Double Tower Clamps

ٴ㘱ᕅ㓮ভ
Roll Upenders
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Meeting the paper industry's need for
damage-free roll handling with maximum
efficiency, Cascade offers a full line of
Paper Roll Clamps and damage
reduction options to handle paper rolls
regardless of diameter, weight or type
of paper.
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Designed for mills and stevedores where
multiple roll handling is essential. Handle
from two to eight rolls of newsprint,
coated stock, kraft or linerboard.
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Tilts the roll forward from vertical to
horizontal position for loading vehicles
from one side.

ծ㕟ᷬ
Load Extenders

┇㟸ᕅ㓮ভ
Sliding Arm Paper Roll Clamps

䖥ᙝ㓮㓮ভ
Tissue Roll Clamps
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Allows loading and unloading of train
wagons or lorries from one side
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When arm thickness is an issue, Sliding
Arm models offer a constant narrow
clamp arm profile.

уѪᩜ䘀Ḅ䖟ǃփ〟ᐘབྷⲴ䖟ᙗ
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Designed for gentle handling of giant
tissue rolls.
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Whatever the application, we can handle it.

